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69ers SAC Staff Children’s Education Fund 

 
During the build up to this unique 50th Reunion, a number of 69ers have asked if we could use the opportunity to do something 
meaningful for College.  Two ideas have emerged and are well underway: 

1.  A commemorative bench with an appropriate plaque to honor 69ers no longer with us, has been ordered and will be 
on site when we gather in November. 

2. A broader campaign to raise money for a dedicated fund is being launched now via this note – this note will help 
clarify our financial goals and the purpose of the Fund (the SAC SCE Fund). 

The first idea is simple and highly meaningful.  The second is ambitious and long lasting.  One of College’s great advantages has 
been the quality of its staff across the board and across many generations.  This new Fund will support sons of staff members in 
need, to help cover a range of College expenses (examples include tuition fees, academic materials, sports equipment, 
extramural activities and tours).  The Fund’s simple purpose is to enhance the school’s attractiveness to teachers who choose to 
dedicate themselves to College. 

It will be structured and supervised by OAs and a small group of College’s administrative leaders under the Headmaster’s 
guidance. 

The Fund will be seeded by 69ers before November 22 this year and future 50th Reunion groups will be encouraged to continue 
this tradition until the fund has raised enough capital to be self-sustaining. 

We are all encouraged to give as generously as possible, whether you are able to attend the Reunion or not.  Please feel free to 
donate in your name or anonymously.  Below is a quick table purely to illustrate how we might attain or exceed our goal of 
R400 000, R138 000 of which has already been committed by the Sponsor Group that has been working to put this concept 
together.  Starting on 15 August 2019 and thereafter as is appropriate from time to time, we will send out updates on our 
donation progress via the super-efficient WhatsApp link. 

We currently believe this multi-reunion effort will take about 10 years to reach self-sustainability, or permanence, for the Fund.  
Our generosity will place an extremely useful tool in the hands of the Headmaster to enhance the school’s attractiveness to 
existing and new teachers.  As we are all aware, staff sons attend College at a subsidized tuition rate, but not all staff families 
can afford the extras that round out the child’s College experience. 

In time, other ideas for other funds will emerge for the benefit of College, DSG and Prep.  For now, this is ambitious, gratifying 
and very meaningful to our school.  Please rest assured that the chairman of College Council, the Headmaster and the Head of 
the Foundation Office have endorsed this 69er concept.  Thank you in advance for considering a gift to the Fund. 

  Diamond Platinum Gold Silver Bronze Iron 

Contribution R20 000  R15 000  R10 000  R5 000  R3 000  R1 000  

75 Contributions R1 500k  R1 125k  R750k  R375k  R225k  R75k  

50 Contributions R1 000k  R750k  R500k  R250k  R150k  R50k  

25 Contributions R500k  R375k  R250k  R125k  R75k  R25k  

 

Tax-deductible South African donations can be made in accordance with the attached documentation. 

Similarly, US, UK and Canadian donors can make tax-deductible donations as further detailed in the attached donor 
documentation. 


